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Financial aid in jeopardy

EWS

BY JoHN·P.

Scholarship money
available for 1995

GLYNN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Spending cuts in the federal
budget may be reflected in a .
decreased number and size of
federal financial aid awards
Applications are now being accepted for the Paul L.
available to college students.
O'Connor, S.J., Scholarship and Thomas G. Savage, S.J.
The Association oflndepen.:.
Scholarships.
·
·
·
dent Colleges and Universities
The O'Connor Scholarship is awarded.to a full-time stuof Ohio is among some 38
dent currently in the junior class and will be worth $5,000,
groups that are mobilizing to
applied to the winner's tuition for his/her senior year. It is
protect these government.
awarded by the Financial .Aid and Scholarship Committee in · awards.
·
recognition of outstanding academic achievement and contri. Thls coalition's top prlo~::;
butions, both academic and extracurricular, to Xavier. Stuties are to s~ve campus"baseddents from all three colleges are eligible, provided they plan to
aid programs, in-s~ho~l 8iih~
he full-time students for the entire 1995-96 academic year.
sidy for subsidized Stafford.
The two Savage Scholarships, worth $3,000 each, are .
waris, and Pell Grants,which
awarded to two full-time students who are currently sophoare all at possible risk.
mores or juniors. Students will be selected for their dedication
The House Budget Committo and excellence in the humanities. Additional information is
tee, led by Co~ttee Chairman
available on the application form.
John Kaisch (R-OH) has estabApplications for the O'Connor and Savage Scholarships
lished. fiv~ .hearings around the
are made only through academic departments. The applicacountry entitled, "How Do We
tion deadline is Friday, Feb. 24. For more information,
Cut The Federal Budget."
students should consult the main bulletin board in the lobby
The first of these· was conof Alter Hall, the department chair of their major, or the office
. ducted in Columbus, OH, last
of the Associate Dean, 124 Alter. Hall.
Friday. Through these hearings,
Chairman Kaisch hopes to solicit
the views of everyday Americans
on the subject.
"We want to hear from the
real America outside the Washington Beltway, the America that
The Department of Modem Langliages is accepting applipays the bills," said Chairman
cations for the John L. Eick Memorial Award.
Kaisch.
·
The recipient of this award will be sent to France to study
French during the summer of 1995.
.
Applicants must be full-time Xavier students who have
completed 24 credit hours by the end of the current school
year. Applicants must also have a background in French
with a 3.0 grade point average.
The application form and additional information are
available in room 124 of Alter Hall and in the Department of
Modern Languages on the first floor of Schott Hall.
The-deadline for appiyingis Monday; Feb. 13. A committee made up of the members of the Dep~rtment of Modem
This· summer, Xavier UniverLanguages will select the winner and .will assist the recipient
sity and the United Way will again
in selecting an appropriate study program in France.
bejoining forces in a cooperative
This award is in memory of John L. Eick, a teacher of
effort to give 'something back. to
French and department chair at Xavier for a number of years
prior to his death in 1987.
the Cincinnati community.
Entering its second year, the
Xavier University/United Way
·Summer Service Internship will
provide 14 Xavier students ·the
opportunity to remain in Cincinnati for ten weeks over the sumThe Lecture Series will be hosting a motivational speaker,
mer while· making a significant
Patricia Russell-McCloud this Wednesday Jan. 25, at
impact upon the community.
8 p.m. in the University Center'. All Xavier students,
· The internship calls for · stufaculty and staff are welcome to attend.
dents to perform 40 hours of community service each week at agen.;
ciesselectedthrough United Way:

Patlez~vous Fran~ais?

The association hopes to be well
represented, and has requested
that Xavier, among other indepenilent Ohio universities, involve
student leaders in their campaign
to save these federal assistance
.programs.

Recently, Student Government
Association has organized a campaign of awareness for students
about possible c~ts in their financial assistance.
"The first step is to increase
awareness of the possible cuts
through petitions, flyers, and rallies:," said Legislative Vice President Damon Jones.
According to Jones, local media will then be contacted in order
to attract publicity at the city and
state level.
Jones also mentioned the 1.-800
"Alliance to ·Save Student Aid

Hotline" established ·as a campaign fund raiser.
"We hope to get the number
up and running by next week, as
well as publicity for it," said
Jones.
The number will work like
many l-900numbersdonow.
The caller will be asked ~o
enter his or. her credit card
number, and willbe charged
$3.65 for information about
the possible cuts, and to be
connected to their local
congressman's office in
Washington. SGA hopes to
jump start the program by
easing the cost to the first few
callers, although no 'plans
have been confirmed. ·
In general, cuts in education touch a societal nerve.
In a Jan. 9 press release from
the U.S. Department of Education, a Washington Post-ABC
Ne~s poll concluded th~t while
eight of 1.0 people surveyed fa- .
vor a balanced budget amendment, two out of three said they
wollld not support such action if
education or Social Security
. were at risk.
As many as 64 percent of
Americans said that they would
increase ·spending ~n public
schools if given the opporturrlty
to set federal budget priorities,
according to a survey conducted
by the Times Mirror Center for
The People and the Press.

More thanjust a suminer intern

Guest speaker

<M:

In exchange, the student will receive $2,000 stipend as well as
room and board on Xavier's campus;
In addition, there will be opportunities for the interns to participate in special seminars on
models and methods of community building offered through the
Xavier University/United Way &
Community Chest Institute for
(:ommunity Capacity Building.
The goal of the internship is to .
create among the interns a community of service-learners where
. e~ch individual can both learn
from the experiences of others

a

and teach them through .his or
her own experiences.
· The internship, which is supported through the private donations ofCincinnati businesses, has
previously placed interns into organizations !juch as the ViOlence
Prevention Center, Boys and
Girls Club, . and the New Life
:Youth Services/Youth Division
Center. More information about
the internship, as well as applications, may be obtained through
the Career Services Center. All
currently enrolled students are
eligible to apply. The application
deadline is-Feb.15.
.nm
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Whafs the frequency Xavier?

Security
Notes ·

BY VIRGINIA SUTCUFFE
THE XAVIER-NEWSWIRE

WVXU 91. 7 FM, Xavier's full-time
radio station, has been hitting the air
wa~es since-1971, and they have been
hitting it big.
Special Projects Director for the
station., Larry Ashcraft, explained just .
how successful WVXU really is.
."In terms of ratings, marketing and
quality programming, WVXU is thought
to be one of the best stations in the
country," he said.
With various, prestigious awards on
their side, including two major radio
. awards, the Armstrong and the Gabriel,
WVXU has been able to expand their
horizons across the country and at times A variety efprogr.ammingfor listeners efall ages is broadcast 24 hours a dayfrom
around the world.
this studio in the WJIXV radio station.
"We have the maximum 26,000 watts
tive music, as well as the news. WVXU's
for a radio station, making us the most
"We are willing to accept volun.programming has something for all ages.
far reaching station in the city," said
teers froJ.U any major and we need
"We haye listeners ranging from the
Ashcraft.
them," said· Ashcraft.
ages of 18-80, depending on the proWVXU is a member of the X-star
For years, WVXU has been
gram. Many people don't know that we
radio network which has enabled them
dedicated to providing go~d, quality
exist this far·down the dial, but once
to acquire seven stations all together.
programming for the community.
they come down her.e we've got them and ·Larry Ashcraft attributes the
With stations in Chillicoth~, New Pariswe'll keep them," said Ashcraft;
,;
Richmond, West Union-Maysville and
continued success of WVXU to Dr.
WVXU is limited in terms of staff,
Mount Gilead, WVXU is able to extend
James C. King, Director of Radio at
the name and voice of Xavier University resources and money, therefore it is
the station.
difficult for them to compete with the
outside of the Cincinnati area.
Dr. King, who has been with the
advertising budgets of other well known
WVXU operates on a unique type of
station through the years, encourages
stations. But a low budget has not been
system known as block programming.
students as well as other potential
"Block programming allows us to take able to keep this station down. In
listeners to try the station out for
cumulative ratings over a week's time,
a giant leap back into time.' You can't
themselves.
.
find this type of programming anywhere WVXU.is in the top 11or12.
"We need students to come and
The staff at WVXU is made up of a
except on WVXU. Because of block
learn the process of broadcasting.
combination of professional staff
programming we are able to provide
Very few X~vier students know we
something for everyone," said Ashcraft.
members and Xavier students~,~~~yi!!r
are ht~r.'e~ and we would like to change
WVXU;s block programming includes students are highly encouraged ~9
that: A~ far as listening to the station
1
volunteer, and students wanting to
a variety of aspects such as a morning
is c-oncerned, you don't know what a
volunteer do not need to be Communica- jewel this is until you tune in," said
program, talk shows, interview pro~
grams, and Jazz, New Age, and Alterna- tion Arts majors.
King.

Marketing club helps in job search

Tues., Jan. 17, 7 p.m.
A student in the village reported being
harassed by a former boyfriend.

Sat;, Jan. 21, 1:45-3:45 p.m.
A 1989 Buick Park Avenue was damagedon thedriver'ssidedoorina hit and
run accident .

Sun., Jan. 22, 12:50 a.m.
A student in the New Hall was found in
possession of a pipe, and a small amount
of marijuana. The investigation will be
handled internally.

Ifyou have any information regarding
thesecrin1espleaseca/ISofetyandSecurity at X-1000.
compiled by Jeff Davia

It's all
downhill
The Student Activities Council, in
conjunction with The Weckenders, is
. taking students on a ski trip this weekend.
Prices for the trip are $15 per stud~nt. Anyone who has their own ski
equipment will be charged only $6.
Students must take school buses
from University Center.
The buses will leave Saturday at
3:15 p.m. and arrive at Ski Butler at
4:30 p.m. The 1,rroup will l~ave the
slopes at 10 p.m.
Organizers are asking that students
register no later than noon Thursday
and have their money ready to prepay
for the trip.
Registration is first• come, first
serve.
Questions can be answered by a
representative of the Student Activities Office by calling X-3205.

Rocco said the "Class of the Class" getting the word outaboutXavier graduopportunity has proved to be quite a suc- ates.
Senior Beth Thomas is one Marketcess since its creation four years ago.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
ing
major who was selected as one of the
Now that the students have been seten
students to participate in "Class of
Ten graduating maa·keting majors al- lected for this year's "Class of the Class,"
the
Class." She said she feels more
ready have a jump start on the job search. the Marketing Club will assemble a packet
confident
about the job possibilities
Thanks to "Class of the Class," a pro- with the ten resumes as well as a fact sheet
/,'-'
gram started and sponsored by Xavier's about Xavier University. The folder will which may now he open for her after
Marketing Club, resumes often outstand- then be sent to 600 companies across the graduation.
Thomas also emphasized the recog0i,
ing seniors will be sent to 600 companies U.S.
Already, Miami University as well as tion Xavier will receive when the resume
across the country.
According fo Club president Anthony the University of Dayton have begun simi- packets are sent out natlon wide.·
"I feel 'Class of the Class' is a very
Rocco, applications were reviewed last lar endeavors after seeing the success which
good marketing tool to show companies
month and each senior was interviewed by Xavier's Marketing Club has achieved.
Rocco said this innovative idea benefits what Xavier has to offer," she said.
three professors and an outside business
students as well as the university itself by
person.
~~~m~im~~~~~f'~-:f.:mt.;'1.t&:Z~f.::=:.r.::-~-::~?~.t~~~~~~.m~~.P.~!.~..:-*1~~~~~-:&®W'::::%~~~r.~G~»~>.:::OO~f~
BY

AMY HELMES
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.11'm going to Disney': Student wins trip
BY

JEFF DAVIS

Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Last Friday night when Matt
Whitehead's parents asked what his plans
were for the evening he told them he was
going to a dance.
Six hours later, he called theJ.U hack and
informed them he was going to Disney
World.
Atl2:30SaturdaymomingWhitehead's
name was drawn from a barrel including
thousands of other tickets with the names
of Disney hopefuls on them. The contest
was sponsored by the Student Activities
Council and The Weekenders.
Whitehead, who was allowed to take
one person with him, ended up taking his
friend, Holly Schnapf, who was equally
excited about the unexpected trip.
Whitehead had not packed for the trip,
so while he was signing the papers to go on
the trip, his friends Gerard Walsh and
Luke Gordley went over and packed his
bags for him. After throwing clothes all
over the room to find the right clothes for
the warm weather Whitehead would need

in Orla.ndo, they sprinted hack to the dance
and gave Whitehead his luggage. During
the formalities of signing the. forms,
Whitehead was given his $500 spending
money that came with the trip ..
Whitehead and Schnapfleft University
Center at 1 a.m. and were taken by a
limousine to the Drawbridge Inn by the
airport in Northern Kentucky: When they
were at the registration desk at the·hotel,
they found out that the reservations had ·
. been scheduled for Feb. 20. 'They had to
callback to Xavier to straighten things out.
They woke up .the next morning a.nd 1
hoarded a Delta flight headed to Atlanta,
Ga. then Orlando, Fla. Three hours later
they were atthe world's most famous theme
park.
"When ·we got there it was instant sunshine. The temperature was around 75
degrees," Whitehead said.
When they arrived they were taken to
the Sheraton Hotel on the outsideofDisney
property. "We we1·e too tired to go to the
park, so we slept for a while,then got up
and went shopping and then we went out to
dinner," Whitehead said.
On Sunday the students went to The
Magic Kingdom. Being a student senator

At 4 p.m. the stuand a Political Scidents
ended their vaence major, the
cation
at the Disney
sophomore
theme
parks.
They
Whit~head said his
flew
out
of
Orlando
at
favorite part of the
6
p.m.
and
were
back
park was the Hall of
in Cincinnati at nine.
Presidents.
"I couldn't believe
Sunday night,
·
it.
I was in sunny 75
Whitehead
and
degree
weather and
Schnapf took the
then
I
come
back to
Monorail to Epcot
four
inches
of
snow,"
Center. Whilethere,
Whitehead
said.
the two rushed
Roommate Walsh
through the World
picked
Whitehead and
Showcase, an area of
Schnapf
up at the airthe park where the
Sophomore Matt Whitehead
port
and
brought
them
major countries of
the world are profiled and different cul- back to Xavier. Whitehead had bought
tures can be sampled. "I loved the World gifts for friends with the $500 spending
Showcase, but my favorite part ofEPCOT money he received. He still had $200 left,
was the laser show and firC\vorks they had th<:mgh. "I'm going to use it as a down
payment for a truck I'm going to buy," he
at night," Whitehead said. ·
Monday was MGM Studios day. The said.
Although Whitehead enjoyed his trip to
students were able to take the backstage
studios tour where they saw the house used Disney, he had to face friends who spent
on the Golden Girls opening. When asked the weekend in snow when he got home.
if they rode the Tower of Terror, a free fall "He's going to pay for this somehow. He's
ride, Whitehead said, "We were thinking not going to run off to Florida . for the
about riding it, hut we had just eaten weekend and get away lVith it," Walsh
dinner."
said.

Black Student Association's 1995 Theatre Production Presents

Eye of the Stonn
By Sco.tt Alan Hale
S:OOPM • Friday, January 27 • Saturday, January 28

University Theatre
$2.00 with Student ID• $3.00 Faculty I Staff• $4.00 General Public
Meet the cast reception after the show Friday night in the Musketeer Inn.

Scott Hale has assembled an excellent evening with several one-act plays. In the BSA's 1995 Theatre.
Production both comedy and drama come to life.
Hale's Eye of the Storm is a collection of monologues that is sure to entertain the most hesitant
theatergoer.
.
It's a sure bet, that any student, faculty or staff looking for an enjoyable evening of theatre, will not
be disappointed with the BSA Theatre Production under Hale's direction.
·
Perform<l?ce times are 8:00PM on Friday, January 27 and Saturday, January 28.in the Theatre. A
"meet the cast" reception will follow the show Friday night and the Ebony Ensemble will play in the
Musketeer Inn.
Tickets are $2.00 for students, $3.00 for faculty and staff and $4.00 for the general public. Tickets
go on sale January 24 in the Xavier Univerisity's Box Office. Two may be admitted for the prtce of one
with a carmed food donation. All canned goods will be given to the Free Store.
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During Your- Lifetime You
May Need A Lifesaving Drug.

We're Here To Help Make
Sure Those Drugs_ Let You· Live Life
To Its ·Fu1·1 Potential.
Miracle drugs. Wonder drugs. Common everyday drugs, They don't
just happen overnight. Years of strict research, testing, refining and
approval go into every drug.
Before the FDA will approve any new drug, controlled testing
must take place. That's where we come in. We carefully administer
independent tests for the world's top pharmaceutical companies.
These tests are crucial in making sure not only that the drugs are
sate, but that will do what they are meant to do - save lives;
ease pain, make life better.

With our new facility at the site of the old Emerson A. North Hospital
in College Hill, we're now part of your community and we need your
help. We'll ask you to participate in our studies. It will take some time
on your part but you will be financially compensated. And you will be
doing an important service for your community, your loved ones and
even the worl~.
Together, with our expertise and your involvement, we can make
sure tha·t the drugs meant to help don't leave you wondering.
Call 541-2800 to be a future participant in our studies ..
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money than men for doing the same jobs.
Women are severly underrepresented in government offices. Domestic violence is not
treated as seriously as other eases of assault,
rape and attempted murder. Women cannot
Most people hear the word "feminism"
beCatholicpriests. The Wonderbra. Women
and immediately assriciateit with other terms;
are not respected as equally valuable particisuch as "radical," "militant" and "malepants in our society: There is still· a need for
bashing." While Rush Limbaugh's
feminism.
"feminazi" label is laughable to those of us
Myth#4: Feminists· always agree. Femiwho consider ouselves feminists, the frightnists
agree on one basic principle: Women and
eningrealityis thatRushhas veryaccurately
men are equally valuable and should be treated
described an all too common perception.
as such. Some feminists work towards gainWhere does this false perception originate
ing an equal place within society. Other femi- .
and what can feminists do to change it? We
nists go a step further and work at changing
can start by publicly dispelling some poputhose structures themselves. In other words,
lar myths.
Myth#l: Feminists hate all men. Femifeminists' concerns range from equal pay for
nism seeks, among other things, to eliminate . equal jobs, to eradicating all kinds of social ills
including sexism, racism and homophobia. In
the stereotypes that dominate our society.
addition, many feministsare .divided on the
How counterproductive would it be to add
volatile topic of abortion and the issues surmore stereotypes to the mix? As feminists,
we realize the dangers of generalizations and
rounding it.
Myth#5: Only women can be feminists.
judging people based solely on their gender.
Because gender issues involve men and women
Not only would we be hypocritical to proclaim hatred for all men, it would do nothing
equally, one gender alone cannot bring about
significant change. Men and women need to
to further a movement that tries to break
down such mindless stereotypes.
realize that :playing into sexual stereotypes
Myth#2: Feminism equals fomiile supe- ·. will never allow anything to change.
riority. Feminists are fightillg against a
Feminists are not advocating a gynocentric
value system which imposes a hierarchy based
culture. Feminists are not all les_bians. Femion gender. To merely turn around this
nists are men and women concerned with
hierarchy so that women are on .the top
working toward a society in which we are not
rather than the bottom would do nothing to
automatically defined by our gender, a society
change the value system. Feminists are not
which believes that househusbands are just as
on a power trip to take over the realm that
acceptable a~ housewives, a society which
white males currently occupy; instead, we
wouldn't think tWice about electing a woman
are seeking a different type of society where
President. · If we continue to allow Rush
that realm no longer exists.
Limbaugh to define ·the. way that we view
Myth#3: Feminism is obsolete; there is
feminism, we are tihiy hurting ourselves, men
arid women. alike: · ·
no longer a need for it. Sexual harrassinent
h I I ns
d
W
till
kl

Staff Editorial

Save some face
Not only did the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame
dismantle Xavier on the court, but also in public
relations. It's half-time, and Beasly Reece says
that the show will be right back after messages
from both Xavier and Notre Dame.
The Irish go first. We see familiar images of
both the Golden Dome and the famous South
Bend campus with a pleasant voice-over depicting
life at the glorious university. We find out that
their students were the first to disi.ritegrate the
nucleus of an atom and that their student~athletes
were the first to perfect the forward pass. Chalk
one up for Notre Dame. .
Following the impressive, self-glorifying and
confident message from Notre Dame, came a
wounded, pathetic home video plea from Xavier.
Absent is the professional production and flattel'ing statistics. Instead there is the very p.-ofouncl
statement, "Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio"
spoken only at the end of the segment.
Can we please do better than having scrap
footage of the ghosts of students past portraying
our university? This was suppose~ to be a golden
opportunity for Xavier, as the school made its
first ever regular season national TV appearance.
Why is it with all of the money generat~d here, the
administration could not fork over a couple of
extra bucks to hire someone that has more than a
Sony Handycam in their equipment room?
If we ever want to attract a more diverse
student body -...,. one that consists of a populous
that comes from outside of the midwest - we
should take advantage of these situations and not
ruin them.

-J.P.M.

Letter to the editor

Weare the
world
In the .January· 11 issue of The Xavier
Newswire, Jeff Davis wrote a satirical
article on the effects of global warming.
Satire is a 1mod
way to "iret p.oints across,· but
....,
Mr. Davis promoted irresponsible behavior
based on ignorance when he stated, "I don't
know if there are any side effects to depleting the ozone layer, but after all, it's not in
my contract to research subjects for my
columns.'~

According to Environf116nta/ Science.a.
~---------__,the side effects of depleting the ozone layer
national origin,

1995

BY Gwnv McLAuGlllJN
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Fwt Page

The Xnvler Newswlre i& puhli8hed
throughout the school year, except dur·
ing vacation and final exams, hy the stu·
denl.!i of Xavier University, 3800 \'ictory
Parkway, Cincinnati, OJI 45207-2129.
The statemenlli and opinion• o(T/re

25,

Defending feminists

John P. Glynn
Aecowtts Receivable
Julie Korte
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are: increased cases of skin cancer; a·sharp
increase in eye cataracts; suppression of the
human immune system similiar to that of the
AIDS virus; and decreased yield of important food crops such as rice, corn, soybeans
and wheat.
Global warming, according to Environmelllal Science, is likely to be disasterous
for Earth's ecosystems and for the human
economy. Plants and animals could not
·adapt quickly enough to resist these climate
changes, therefore causing mass extinction
of species that could not migrate to new
areas.
Also, this warming of the climate and
alteration of the Midwestern biome from a
tempera~e deciduous forest to a tropical
climate, will not merely halt once Cincinnati ·

gets palm trees. Global warming is a continuous
process which will eventually desertify our entire
area into sand. Desertification causes a dramatic
drop in agricultural productivity, the consequences of which include intensified drough.t,
famine and declining living standards.
There arc places in the United States that arc
not as cold as Cincinnati. The. problem is that
Mr. Davis wants to change the preexisting
environment to suit his flippant wants. That's
called environmental exploitation. I feel th~t the
. environm~nt should not be shaped by huma~s,
but better understood and worked within.
.

Dean Regas
XV Earthcare President
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Fresh mountain spring water, from Cincinnati
BY JEFF DAVIS

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

As a news reporter, I must keep my finger on the pulse
I
1
of events and know what's going on atall times. Today,in
·
t.1,f
my attempt to bring you the news, I uncovered the biggest .......----:
scam in the history of the United States of America.
/
It is the ''natural spring tcater" industry; That's
/
,..
right, the companies that charge you $2 for a bottle of
/
.·
water. The same fluid you can get from your kitchen sink.
/
Anyway, the labels on the bottles thatcontain "natural
"What's ozonated mean. ·Is it an extra layer around
spring water" say, "100 percent pure earth water" from the seal to keep the deer urine fresh?"
a mountain in Canada or a spring in Arkansas. I decided
I brought this issue up to my sister, who is an avid
to call a couple of these companies and test the truth about "naturalsprill!Jwater" drinker (I believe she is adopted).
their bottle labeling. One of the spokespersons said i:hey · She.said, "you buy Cokes, why can't I buy water?" I told
get their waterfresh from the mountains and they don't her when Coke starts coming out of the sink faucet, I'll
add any chemicals. I figure there's a b'I'eat possibility that stop buying them.
a deer relieved itself in the water the company. is distribThis difference between faucet and bottled water was
uting.
really getting to me, so I decided to do a little scientific
Another company said they do add chemicals to their research. As you can tell, I do a lot of constructive things
water.
during the day. When I cleaned my goldfish "Scooter's"
"Just like the water out ofmy kitchen sink," I said.
bowl out, instead of putting regular water back in his
"Uh, yeah, I guess so, but'it comes from the moun- bowl, I added the "natural sprutgwater" kind. When I
tains," the man said.
·
put him back in the howl he seemed a little dizzy. After
"So what," I replied.
a while he came up to the side of the howl and motioned for
"Well in addition to that, our bottles are sealed and me to come over to him. When I arrived, he a~rogantly
ozonated for your protection," he said.
splashed water on me and gave me the.finger.

= ---------/-

. After I dried myself off, I called the Florida Mountains
SpringWaterBros. Company. Averyniceladyanswered
the phone and said she would answer any question I had.
I asked her where they got their water from. "From a
spring," she said.
Me: "Your company is located on top of a spring?"
Lady: "Well, not exactly, the spring is 20 miles away."
Me: "How do you get the water to the company?"
Lady: "With trucks."
Me: "Trucks?"
Lady: "Big trucks.".
Me: "How do the mountains come into play?"
Lady: "That's the name of our company."
Me: "Are the1·e any mountains in Florida?"
Lady: "Not exactly."
What did she mean, "not exactly?" Unless there has
been some major seismic activity since I was in Florida last
November, there aren't any mountains there.
She was very kind in accepting the fact that her company was a fraud. The lady asked me ifl would like a free
shipment of their water for bringing this point up to them.
I told her I appreciated the gesture, hut I'd rather drink
a glass of BP's 93 Premium Octane fuel, just the same.
There is a lot of money to he cheated from people in the
bottled water industry. A matter of fact, I think I'll
market my own brand. ''Davis' Natural Spring HomeCrown Water; Brewed iii the hills, uh, mountains ef
Cu1eumat1:. Oh. " Come and get it, suckers.

Troubling teachers turning students' heads
BY SOREN BAKER

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

"Now .can you please leave my office?
I have other engagements to attend to."
One might expect to hear this statement from a professor at a large university, say Ohio State or UC, but certainly
not at Xavi~r. However, this statement
was issued by a Xavier professor fo one
of her male students, even though the
professor knew the student had been
very ill. In fact, the professor knew the
student was in the hospital until the day.
before the exam-the one he ended up
failing.
After taking the test, the student
visited the professor and asked if there
was anything he could do to make up for
his poor performance on the examination. The professo~ responded by saying
"There is nothing I can do for you now.
You;re just going to have to work harder
on the next test." Then the student was
asked to leave. This student had
completed all of his work up until that
time and had attended every class before
becoming ill. Why was this happening?
Part of the reason I came to Xavier
was to avoid these types of scenarios.
From the onset, Xavier seemed to be
different from most other universities.
Everyone (including the professors and

.. other faculty)' seemed friendly. Th~y did
not seem as if they were out to get you.
There was no indication that after a
student's freshman year the interest,
concern, and assistance from faculty
would end.
While I believe Xavier provides a
quality education, it is hard to ignore the
problems that exist with some of our
professors. After hearing this story, I
was surprised. But as it was being
explained to me another person in the
ro.om described a similar situati~~:
What was going on? I listened and was
once again astonished.
This student, also a male, missed class
to go to the health a~d counseling center
because it was the only time he could go
to meet with a doctor on campus. "After
seeing the doctor, the student went to the
professor whose class he missed to
explain his situation and ask for any
missed notes, handouts, or assignments.
This student had also been to every
class up to that point and had completed.
all of his assignments on time. The
professor was tutoring another student
at the time and expressed irritation
towards the visitor.
The professor did not ask him to
come hack later and he was never
approached by the professor before or
after class about any material that was
covered during his absence.
It turns out that the student did not
miss any assignments because of his
absence, and he was able to copy notes

from one of his friends, hut was the
professor's indifference deserved?
The indifference demonstrated by
these two professors was not isolated. A
female student had had a similar
experience hut would not discuss her
situation for fear of repercus~ions.
I have not had any serious problems
with any of my professors, but my peers
· S
do not seem to he in the same boat.
Freshmen can go see Adrian Schiess, ~
the Director of Freshman Programs, for ==
any number of issues when they need
help. What can upperclassmen do~ I
went to Mr. Schiess looking for an
Adrian Schiess, Director of
answer. He listed several options that
Freshman Programs
could he explored when meeting with the
teacher has not been successful. Mr.
assignments and had been to every class
before his/her illness be turned away in
Schiess named the chair of the departsuch. an insensitive manner? Is it
ment, the dean of the college, and the
because the teachers are tenured and
Vice President for Academic'Affairs as
have no real concern for their students?
some of the people that should he
The three situations discussed involve
contacted if problems arise with a
professor. At the same time, Mr. Schiess two teachers. According to the Office of
Academic Affairs, .the teacher involved
turns no student away, no matter the
in two of the three incidents is tenured
problem.
and the other ~cacher is on a tenure
With all of the excuses, stories, and
track.
outright lies thrown at teachers day in
Students need to know that a process
and day out for assignments or exams ·
missed or not done, I must sympathize · ··exists to take complaints to a higher
level. Go to the chair of the department
with them to some degree when they do
or the dean of the college when problems
not give a student a second chance.
arise. Is this a disturbing frend experiHowever, when a student approaches a
teacher with a legitimate excuse (doctor's enced by a few isolated students? Are
these few teachers giving our great
note in hand or still wearing the
hospital's wristband), how can a student faculty a bad name or is this a large scale
problem that is just being uncovered?
who had completed all of his/her

~w.:m~·mmmmw~~mm!.'®l~W*!.'®l~~~*'IW*W*!.'®l!.'®l!'*~~~a1»r~m*~mi~mswmiw~w..«<w.&:~**ll=;::.m~~m*~%~*iw.~::m~~~~~*'*';::.w.';:rem~~rii!*~~~~*w.~~~~~~~t~iw.w.~~,m;r~~m~~~~
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Shellacked by a shillelagh
By KIPP HANLEY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Xavier rips Raiders
BY

Kwr

HANLEY

THE XAVIEU NEWSWIRE .

The Xavier Women's hoops team was due for a victory in the
wor·st way. The Muskies had dropped four straight against MCC
foes and were shooting miserably as a team. However, with their win
against Wright State on the road, 83-70, the Muskies looked like
they got their shootjng touch back just in the ruck of time.
Xavier shot 62 .1 percent against the Raiders while limiting them
to just eight free throw opporttrnities for the entire contest. Xavier
was led by MCC-Player-of-the-Week Lynn Bihn. The senior center
for the Musketeers poured in 26 points and snm·ed 11 boards. She
was complimented nicely by forward Sheila Flint, who had 15
points and 11 rebounds. Point guard Nicole Like's performance
was also worth mentioning. She had 13 points, 11 rebounds and five
assists.
Next up for the Musketeers is Northern Illinojs at DeKalb,.
Illinois on Friday, Jan. 27~ From there, Xavier comes back to the
Queen City for the third annual J.T.M. Women's Hometown
Shootout with the UC Bcarcats at the Shoemaker Center. Tip-off
for the event is 7:30 p.m.
XAVIER HOCKEY SPLITS A PAIR: Rumor has it that XU lee
was glad to be known as Xavier Hockey this season because, quite
frankly, they needed a little 'o.'
Opening their first weekend in 1995, scores are in abundance,
but after giving up 14 goals.in two rughts, they may need to fit in a
'd,' too.
. Breakaways accounted for most of the Muskies' goals in last
Saturday's matehup against Wittenberg, but a series of defensive
lapses kept Xavier playing catch-up until time ran out on an 8-7
defeat~The Musketeers had an early lead when Jason Gifford
scored on a pass from Ron Banaga six minutes into the opening
period. The assist was part ofa big performance for Banaga, whose
goal and two assists accou11ted for th1·ee of Xavier's four first period
scores.
The Muskies held a 4-2 .lead with 4:30 left in the period before
three-goal and. two-goal Wittenberg runs, separated by a Steve
Peck pokechcck and w1assisted goal, forced a comeback. Jason
Gifford evened the score on a breakaway goal one ininute after
Chris Kocbhc knuckled in a wrist shot, but a tripping penalty led
to the deciding power play goal for the Tigers with 2:30 remaining ..
. Coupled with a 6-0 loss to Butler Friday night, the Muskies fell
to 4-7 on the campaign, and left Kochbc lamenting the loss of two
first-line players to injury and graduation. "Wc have a lot of new
players, and it's kind of tough because we don't get enough practice
time," he said. "I think it's just a matter of chemistry."
submitted by J88on Reek

BOXING CLUB HAMMERS OPPONENTS: Last Friday evening,
a crowd of more than 150 people came into the Armory to witness an
overpowering display by Xavier in the first boxing match of the year.
The skilled guidance of Xavier head coach Doc Comparetto became
apparent early as Xavier bulldozed the opposition from Kentucky,
Ohio University, and Miami (OH).
Brad Nunn began the first bout with a hard-fought split-deci.sion
over a Kentucky opponent in the 125-pound class. XU's Brian
Gainey won a unanimous decision as he pummeled his Kentucky
opponent in the 132-pound ~vision. Against UK, both Dan Arens
and Phil Haddad won their matches in the 165-pound and 190pound weight classes, respectively.
submUaed by Ty Walker

Dumb a~d dumber ... the new
movie with comic James Carrey
you say ... how about the XaVicr
University basketball team's
shot selection on national TV
last Saturday at Notre Dame.
The Muskies were atrocious
from the field against the
Fighting Irish, shooting only · ·
36.8 percent in 84-73 loss that
could have been much worse.
The·game was a flashback to the
early road loss to Virginia Tech
where Xavier couldn't hit the
broadside of a Blacksburg
barn.
Xavier was led by Jeff
Massey's 19 points on just 7-18
shooting while T.J Johnson
scored 17 points and had seven
rebounds. However, Johnson
scored 15 of those 17 points in
the first half.
Larry Sykes was Xavier's
most consistent player, scoring
8 points while grabbing 14
rebounds.
Xavier Head Coach Skip
Prosser was quick to give the
Irish credit for the Muskies'
poor shot selection.
"After T.J. 's (Johnson) big
first half; they really cut off our
passing lanes inside, "said
Prosser. "We just didn't make
the shots we had to."
Meanwhile, Notre Dame ·
looked like Villanova ag~insi:'
Georgetown in the 1984
Championship Game, drilling
virtunlly every shot they took.
Irish forward Jason Williams
abused the Muskies in the half
court set for 19 points while
guard Ryan Hoover connected
on 3-4 threes for 16 points.
"We dido 't defend thefr half. court offense nearly as well as
we should have," said Xavier
Head Coach Skip Prosser.
· Xavier found themse~ves
down by only one at halftime
thanks fo the full-court press·
that Prosser slapped on Notre
Dame in the final minutes of the
half. Overall, the Irish committed 23 turnovers for the game.
Howev_er, probably the most
telling statistic next the respective team's shooting percentages
was the assist fotal. Xavier only
dished out nine assists for the

a

phoao by Ramon DeJesus

Senior. Michael Hawkins drives past a VC defender on Jan.JO.
lf.awkuzs &Company were toasted by Notre Dame last weekeml, 8473.

entire contest while the Irish
had20.
Throw in the fact that Xavier
committed 20 turnovers
themselves and it is easy to see
why.Xavier came back from
South Bend with· a loss.
Earlier in the week, Xavier
edged the Wright State Raiders
·at the Nutter· Center by a score
of 81-73. The Muskies led
through most of the game
comfortably, riding the back of
Jeff Massey's unconscious 27point effort.
However, with solid offensive
rebounding and tough defense,
the Raiders scrapped their way
to within two points at two
different occasions late in the
game. Wright State was
dominant in the paint in the.
~econd half, fouling out Larry
Sykes, T.J. Johnson, and Pete
Sears.
The main reason for
Xavier's ineffective inside
defense can he attributed to.
Wright State's sophomore, 6-10

center Vitaly Potapenko. The
big Ukranian was 9-12 from the
field and 6 of 6 from the charity
stripe for 24 points total.
Coach Prossei· had nothing
but praise for the young man.
"He's a pro, no doubt about
it," said Prosser. "He's big,
he's strong, he's quick, and he's
going to get better."
Xavier used clutch bench
play to overcome their foul
problems clown the stretch.
Tyson Brit, Dewaun Rose, and
Andre Smith all contributed
huge baskets at key moments in
the second half.
Prosser ~as definitely
relieved with the win, despite
blowing a 19-point second. half
lead.
"On the l'Oad, our philosophy isjust to get in and get out
with a Win," said·Prosser.
Next up for the Musketeers
(12-3) is Wisconsin-Milwaukee
on Thursday, Jan.26. Tip-off is·
at 8:05 p.m. at the Cincinnati· .
Gardens.
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Words of wisdom from NHL
BY JASON BECK
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE'

, On opening night in the Na~
tional Hockey League, a sportswear. manufacturer ran a commercial in which an ecstatic announcer proclaimed the end ~f
the 100-day lockout over game
footage from last year. While the
sportscaster. repeated "We have
a settlement," goal celebrations
abounded and the Rangcn
hoisted the Stanley Cup.
How appropriate that analogy
would be for baseball, considering its owners seem permanently
huddled on the mound while the
players stepped outofthcbatter' s
box' last fall.
You have to check your calendar when hockey players are just
getting ready to play, baseball
players arc shooting hoops, and
retired playe1·s Joe Nickro want
to play baseball again. Those in
the second category knew tl,tat
fans we1·e going to. fume at baseball for not negotiating like hockey
did, but deftly swept off any
biame.
"We can't really worry about
it," Minnesota pitcher Pat
Mahomes, whocouldmakemoney
playing baske~all, said. "The
people trying to' settle the strike

arein New York, and we're here,
so all we can do is wait."
Which" other than geography,
may be the problem: one reason
hockey players agreed to~ disappointingoffe~was thcfearof missing six months of salary. Unlike
baseball, few hockey contracts
are guaranteed, and for the majority Of players earning under
$300,000, missed paychecks hurt
more than connecting crosschecks.
Its union thus doesn't have
nearly the funds in reserve that
their baseball counterpart possesses. So baseball players can
afford to wait.
Anothei· problem lies in their
trust towards New York. A big
difference between the two sports
that makes them almost incomparable is leadership. Gary
Bettman didn't earn much respect.in Canada when he let the
Mighty Ducks in, but the work he
did to end the lockout would earn
a Nobel Prize if Palestine wasn't
around.
No Feder·al mediator nor an
ex-Presidcntcan take the place of
a commissioner willing to make
concessions and take the heat;·
Right, Buel Selig? Well, never
mind.
·
The most siE,rr1ificant differ- ·
ence, though, lies not in the coffers or the hehns, hut in the mind.

The NHL was on the brink of
finally earning respect as a major
sport, and with the exception of
seven nearsighted owners, everyone involved was well aware that
a canceled season was in nobody's
best interest.
Baseball's popularity, by contrast, has been slipping like a
drunkard chasing a Zamboni.
Also, given both parties' ignoranceofa TV contracttheyclidn't
deserve plus a cynical fan b~se,
the reasons are obvious.
Tom Clancy explained on raclio that his Orioles were refusing
to field replacement playc1·s because he wanted to preserve the
intcgl'ity of the game. The
League's threat of making them
play, which would erase Cal
Rip ken's streak of over 2000 consecutive games, shows how little
this integrity is regarded.
Meanwhile, union chief Do1i
·Fehr has resorted to threats to
keep players from crossing picket
lines and ruining his image. Most
likely the dispute will be setiled in
a courtroom sometime this summer, butl don 'tcare at this point.
Here's hoping Oil Can Boyd,
the first 1·eplaccment signed who
also doesn't care, wins the Cy
Young awa1·d and mocks both
sides in the process. Until then,
drop the puck, ch?

After
The

Xavier vs. UWM
Game time: 8:05 p.m. Thursday, Jan.26
Place: Cincinnati Gardens
TV/Radio:None/WLW

Xavier Record: 12-3
Panthers Rccorcl;: 2-13

ame...

]i'fh!!:i)!J UW-Milwaukee's Dm·ck Durham is the Panthers's top assist man
!i!!\P!\i(((:\:! while averaging 15.8 points per game. Freshman Pat McCabe li.t up
. :~: :;: :; Loyolafor29 points bu tis stillinconsistentattimes. Howver, both )eff
!::=,~j/.!:!/!l)· Massey and Michael Hawkins will be too athletic for the Panthers.
Small forward Shannon Smith, a transfer from Marquette University, is the league's top score1·. XU small fonvard Pete Sears is an
excellent all~around defender. On offense, Xavier will pound it down
low at every oppor·tunity to exploit the Panthers weak inside game.

In both Divsion I and II as well as being an independent, UWMilwaukee 'sHcad Coach Steve Antrim has been successful. With the
talent and inexperience that he has Oil this year's squad,though,
Antrim's has had a clifficult '94-95 campaign.
Xavier is coming back home from an extremely difficult lo.ss to take
~t Notre Dame. Theil- pride was tested sevcrly on national television.
0

XU is d uc for a blowout win and it just might come against the lowly
Panthers. XU-90, UWM-69.

MUZ'S IN MT. LOOKOUT
3152 LINWOOD AVENUE ··MT. LOOKOUT• CALL 871-9700
WEEKDAYS 4:00PM-2:30AM • WEEKENDS 7:00PM-2:30AM

I SUNDAY NIGHT •

FREE PIZZA 8· 1OPM ·I
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What's up in college hoops? Simeone tellS all
BY

Russ So1EONE

PLEASANT SURPRISES:
Iowa State, led by Fred
Hoibcrg, Loren Meyer, and
Julius Michalik, have shocked
As the end of January
the nation. The Cyclo.ncs have
approaches, it appears that
breezed through the first part of
1995 will be another year of the
their schedule and compiled a
same repetitive things that
scintillating 15-2 record.
people have become used to.
Missouri, another team from
The snow has fallen, politicians
the Big Eight, has also been
arc making fools of themselves,
impressive. Paul O'Liney has
professional athletes are crying
been the main gun for the
about money, the Duke Blue
Devils have quickly fallen out of Tigers as they have clawed their
way to a 13-3 mark.
every Top 25 list, Oprah is ...
The western portion of the
HOLD IT!! Coach K's
country has produced its share
beloved Blue Devils have
of sleepers, with the most
vanished from the land of
notable being Arizona State
college basketball powers?
and Stanford. While many
Indeed. However, they are not
expected the ASU Sun Devils to
the only team to disappoint.
be 1:1 quality team, they were not
Several others have also played
a
prcseason pick to hold the
themselves out of the national
number
14 spot in the coaches'
spotlight, while a few teams
poll.
have managed to crawl their
Mario Bennett, a 6-9 junior,
way into it.
has fueled the Devils in their 13The following is a quick
summary of the teams who have 4 start. The Cardinal of
Stanford (12-2) have also flown
been pleasant surprises, those
into contender status. Super
who have played as advertised,
and those who have been simply soph Brevin Knight has been
disappointing.

nothing short of incredible in
leading the charge.
Yet another Pac-10 team to
emerge this season is Oregon.
The Ducks, currently ranked
number 22 by the coaches, have
been solid during their first 14
games, winning 12 of them.
AS ADVERTISED:
Massachusetts, North
Carolina, Connecticut, UCLA,
Kentucky, Syracuse, Kansas,
Maryland, Arizona,
Georgetown, Wake Forest,
Virginia, Cincinnati, Georgia
Tech, Villanova.
These teams have done, for
the most part, what was
expected of them. The only
exceptions may be N.C. 's loss to
North Carolina State, Kentucky
falling to Louisville, and
Georgia Tech losing six games. ;
c
However, the Tar Heels'
oi
loss was to a state and confer- .::
ence rival on the road while the · t
Wildcats lost to a p~pcd-up
Cardinals team atU of L. The
'S
Yellow Jackets' losses have
come to Cinciµnati, Duke
(before they started playing like
Dayton), Louisville, Maryland,
N.C., and Virginia. The only
thing Tech should worry about
Tlw prese11ceof Cra11t Hill, 11ow of tlw Detroit Pistons, has. b~en
now is an unforeseen encounter sorely m~sed by the Blue Devils this season.
with the likes of Siena or
Southern.
Rashard Griffith should
make a late run in their bid to
DISAPPOINTING:
dominate,
but that just is not
make
the
NCAA
tournament.
DUKE! DUKE! DUKE!
the
case.
The
latest flaw in the
The
Crimson
Tide
of
Where have you gone, Blue
Alabama
has
been
another
team
Badgers
season
was a 96-84 loss
Devils? It was obvious ihat
to
Iowa.
Wisconsin
fans could
which
has
broughttears
to
the
Duke would have trouble
eyes
ofits
faithful
fans.
Antonio
follow
in
the
footsteps
of 'Barna
maintaining its statusias one of
6-9
!lophomore,
has
McDyess,
a
fans
and
ponder
the
sweet
college basketball's elite while
progressed nicely this season,
memories of the 1994 football
trying to fill the void left at the
but the rest of the team has not
season, hut even that had Brent
forward spots (Grant Hill and
Moss!
·
improved as much .. They may
Antonio Lang are now in the
make the NCAAs, but if they do
One team which is ranked in
NBA), hut the current slide is
· · not pick up their play quickly, a the top ten but still makes this
ridiculous.
Sure, Coach Mike
common phrase in Tuscaloosa
. list is Arkansas. Nolan
might be, "Well, at least we
Krzyzewski has been lost for
Richardson's R~zorbacks were
the season because of back
have a good football team."
nearly unanimous choices to
surgery, hut he does not play
While the Big Eight prorepeat as NCAA champions, but
the games. Cherokee Parks
duced two early surprises, it
seem to have stumbled on the
has been the only bright spot as has also produced Oklahoma
way.
f he continues to prove that he is State. The Cowboys were·
The Hogs sport a 15-3 record
expected to unload their sixi. ready for the next level. He
which would satisfy most teams,
shooters on most of their .
even hits the three!
but not the defending champs
Indiana is another perennial opponents. But, with the way
·who returned all five starters.
power which has fallen from
things have been going for "Big
No need to worry, though, as
the graces of the basketball
Country" Bryant Reeves and
Corliss Williams~n, Scotty
~ gods. For some.reason, Bobby his posse, it appears that they
Thurman, and Corey Beck
;! Knight just cannot motivate
are shooting nothing hut
should push the boys from
blanks.
this team to. perform as many
Fayetteville into the Final Four
thought they could. Do not
The Big Ten is represented .
when March rolls around.
count the Hoosiers out,
in this section by Wisconsin; A
However, a second championCorliss 'lfilliamson and his HO!fs have hQd tlwir troubles despite however, as they will probably
team with a talented tandem
ship in a row is now.in doubt.
ownirw a 15-3 record.
·
such as Michael Finley and
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Reviews of the week

My Life according to
Mary J. Blige
Super-producer Scan "Puffy" Combs unleashes all of Mary J.
Blige' s skills with the release of her second LP My Life. The uptown
queen reigns supreme filling in where Aretha Franklin left off. The
rythmatic flow of R&B combined with the hardcore heats and
elements of hip-hop has lead· Mary J. Blige to a class by herself.
Whoever said she couldn't do it again must have been in a coma.
Mary J. Blige has resurfaced on the music scene, dropping three
chart busting single releases: "My Life," "Be Happy," and "I'm
Goin' Down."
"My Life" gives thanx and acknowledgement where it's due. Blige
delivers the gospel like Bebe· & CeCe Winna'ns. Presenting soul,
accompanied by samples of "Sunshine" (Roy Ayers), harmonic
chords, and rythmic heats, "My Life" forces anyone with a pulse to
recievc the message. On the other hand, "Be Happy" sends a much
needed message out to all the women who arc'scarching for love and
happiness. Make sure that there is R.E.S.P.E.C.T. in the relationship. Blige and Arlene DelVallc collaborate on lyrics over cleverly
placed sa~ples from "You're Too Good to Me" (Curtis Mayfield),
letting the fellas know "Life is too short to he tryin' to play some
games."
With her latest release "I'm Goin' Down," written by Norman
Whitfield, Mary beautifully stresses the vocals, creating ihe type of
vibe felt after watching an old Bill Cosby or Richard Pryor movie.
Blige pours out her heart and soul, elequcntly orchestrating an
arrangement of live instrumets: keyboards, piano, bass, drums,
guitar, violins, cello, harp, trumpets, alto and· tenor saxes, flute, ·
piccolo, and percussion.
.
.
Mary J. Blige has stepped up to another level, but what's to be
expected with the collaboration writers such as Rick James, Big
Bub (formerly of the group Today), K-Ci, Jo-Jo, and Faith Evans
just to name a few. My Life presents the listeners with an onslaught.
of different perspecti~es in the life of Mary J. Blige. Whether it's
"Mary Joint," a promise of committment and trust to someone
special as revealed in "You Gotta Believe," or !'I Never Want To Uve
.Without You" (I wonder whom she's referring to?), it's all that and
a .b~wl of grits with sugar on top (translation: very good) .. The
cosmetic astronomical energetic petite but sweet mode on the "Keith
Murray Interlude" showcases the Murray style. Packed With hours
of listening pleasure, My Life most definitely recieves. "Ludicris
F1avor."
-Te'troAmaru

1995

·Lords of
the Underground
(Pendulum Records).
Withanencrgyandstylewhich
many have compared to. that of
Das EFX, the Lords of the Underground appeared onthe scene
and put Newark, New Jersey on
the rap. map·: Releasing several
quality singles such as "Psycho,"
"Funky Child," and "Chief
Rocka" helped make their Here
Come tlu1 Lords album a ·gold
effort. ·
Despite the success of their first
LP, LOTUG realized that fickle
fans would not buy their new cffort, Keepers efthe F'ullk, unless
it was hittin'. Mte1· putting the
first single, "Tic Toe," on the
market;· anfone·doubting ·the
Lords' skills must have reevaluated theirstance. MCsFunkyman
a~d DoltAll's talent flows effortlessly over the track provided by
producer extraordinare Marly
Marl. Cleveland native LordJ azz
adds his signature to the song
with some deft scratching of the
classic "La Di Da Di."
"ReadyorNot,"thefirsttrack,
hasDoltAllrhymingoveranother
Marly Marl track "with more
bounce than a mattress." Although both the track and
DoltAll's rhymes are clever,
Funkymanstealstheshowhystating: "[T]o tell.the truth I got too ·
much on my mind/to waste my
time disrespecting women when I
rhyme."
EventhoughLOTUGdoesnot
make songs with a radio feel to
them, the group docs not deny
being after big record sales. In
fact "What I'm After" explains:
"[Weare]afterthegoldandafter
that the platinum .." So far they
arc halfway there.
One of the most surprising
songs is "Faith." The chorus, "I
place all my faith in God/\iausc
God will never leave me/he
wouldn'tdeccivemc/helieveme,"
has LOTUG standing by their
religion, something most rappers
only claim to do. Expe~e~c.i~g

the evils in the music industry has
helped DoltAU face the fact that
he can't rely on most of his new
"friends" since they might not he
around when he is no longer in the
spotlight.
Keepers efthe Fu11kmanifests
a tremendous growth from their
successful first effort. LOTUG
arc distancing themselves from
some of the more hedonistic, selfcentered rap on the market.
Hopefully listeners will not run
from its message, hut embrace it.

--Sorell Baker

reggae versions of the song were
immediately released at the height
of the song's popularity, yet Pam
Hall manages to best capture the
intensity and emotion the song
emits.
Reggae l/ruler Cover features
chart-topping hits of the 90s while
including a number of classics
from years past which were too
soul stirring to he forgotten.

. -TheLege11d

Black Sheep
(Mercury Records)
. Realness and reality. These
are two of the sUbjects rap artists
attempt to achieve and practice
with every release. While most of
the industry was beginning to
carry various firearms, a few
groups tc;iok a stand and recorded
songsdenouncingthelatcsttrcnd
in rap.

A Wo(f In Sheep's Clotluil{f,

Reggae Under Cover
(Relativity Records)
What could a photographer
possibly know about the world of
reggae? Sure, it's got a catchy
rhythm,agroovysound,andhcst
of all, a heat that is solid and easy
to dance t~. Combining all these
qualities with good taste can be
found in Reggae l/ruler Cover, a
1994 rel~ase by Relativity
Records, Inc.
Reggae Vnder Cover is a
uniquecollectionofpopularsongs
that arc classic hits in America~ongs we all know and love, brilliantly arranged and sung to the
syncopated rhythms of reggae.
Ever since the music evolved in
Jamaica in the 1960s, reggae singers have recorded their favorite
"songs from over foreign" heard.
on Jamaica's radio stations, not
as a lack of creativity, but as a
tribute to the original song and
artist.
Each of the r:eggae vocalists
presented here enjoy an impres- .
sivc status in the reggae commu~ity worldwide and can boast a
numherofhitsongsovertheyears
to hack it up.
Oneofthemostextraordinary
ballads of .the decade is Dolly
Parton'ssong"IWillAlwaysLove
You," recently brought back to

Black Sheep's first album opened
with "U Mean I'm Not," a humorous dismissal of gangsicr rap.
Fromtheonset,thcSheepmadeit
clear that they weren't about ·fictitious posturing. Nearly one
million people bought A Wolf In
Sheep's Clothill{f, showing that
rap· fans wanted more than stories of a shotgun and a ski mask.

Releasing/Von-Fwtwn~eemed

to he the next logical step. This
record, like its predecessor, is
free of the violent imagery present
in several. rap efforts. Opening
JVon-Fwtwn is "Autohiographical,"whichtracesDres' early days
before he entered the rap game .
As Dres explained in the artist
bio, "We've lived and still live so
muchofwhatisbeinginductedas
'real.' We've seen first hand the
repercussion~ofalotofit. Maybe
this is why we won't glorify it ...
we have-an understanding of it."
Unfortunately straying from
the beaten rap pa th is not enough
to salvage Black Sheep's second
release. Mr. Lawnge, who rnps
more on this album· than on
Slwep's Clothing, docs not have
Dres' vocal charisma which is a
definite detractor. The beats,
which were consistently solid on
the debut, are not as moving this
time around. Finally, most of
lVoll-Fwtwn lacks the energy and
passion evidenced ·throughout

Sheep's Clothill{f.
Hopefully Black Sheep will
revisit the land of A Wolf In
Sheep'sC/othu'Kbeforetheirnext
release.
,!;ifebyWhitneyHou.~~~n. ~e~eral ,,. ,M.
- -fo~enfi,aJ:er
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Out of the crypt and into the
BY

IAN

SPELLING

SPECIAL GUEST WRITER

The Flltfliive. The Addams Family. Star Trek.
The list of movies based on popular television series
grows bigger every year.
Now, that list is about to get even longer with the
release of the fiendishly funny and spectacularly
spooky (so its makers are dying to have you believe)
Denwn Knight. The movie is based on the gruesome
HBO series Tales.from the Crypt, which itself is
derived from classic 1950's comic hooks.
As always, that cackling corpse of a host, the
Cryptkeeper, sets up the tale, gives ~ay to the action,
then returns at the end with some cutting commentary. In the TV se1·ics' half-hour episodes; the
standard formula tends to he simple retribution
stories: Somebody does something horrible and
within 30 minutes, they're paid hack in the most
disgusting, ironic, delicious and funny way possible.
So how did the fright flick's producers, Gilbert Adler
and Alan Katz, who've overseen the HBO series for
five years and written and/or directed numerous

episodes, go about making Demon Knight a featurelength fihn experience?
"The film is just longer," jokes Katz. "No, really,
the series' stories are based on the comic hooks, hut
we couldn't do that with the film. What we did was go
looking for a couple of scripts that were good and gave
·
,
them a 'Crypt' -ian feel."
The story they chose begins with a pursuit, one ma~
chasing another, and nobody's quite sure who's who
or why. Is Billy Zane the good guy or the had guy? Or
is William Sadler whichever guy Zane is not?
"That's revealed about a half hour into the movie,
and that's when we discover what's r~ally at stake,"
reveals Adler, who will direct Fat City, the second
Crypt feature fihn; ''It becomes a siege picture at that
point. The good guys are trapped in a hoarding
house, and their numbers are.dwindling; while the bad
guys arc outside trying to get in. It's a classic siege
picture, and it's got a prcttyjuicy violence and blood
quotient."
Though "Crypt"-o-philcs may love the fihn 's tale,
many are eager to see the decrepit Cryptkceper slay
them on the big screen. Everyone loves his nasty laugh
and his clashing good looks. One person who's thrilled
to he along for the transition from T.V. to film is John
Kassfr, the standup comedian· and actor who provides

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Diversions will be giving away
special complimentary passes to
Warner Bros'
WHOOPI GOLDBERG
MARY-LOUISE PARKER
DREW BARRYMORE

BOYS ON THE SIDE
LE STUOIO C'.AN/11.•. llf.mNCY ENl'ERrlUSES ~· ALCOR Tll.MS ""'"
• NtW llEO~NL'Y/H[l\A rROOUCl'ION ..... llEl\~mT RmS
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The passes, e~ch will admit two,
are good for the advanced screening tonight, at 7:30 p·.m. a~ the
Esquire Theater, 320 Ludlow Ave.
Co~e by the Publications House
tod~y at 4:40 p.m.

NO EARLIER

•

t

the voice of the Cryptkeeper. "The film is awesome,"
he enthuses in a voice that sounds nothing like his
alter-ego's. "Ii:'s not your typical horror film by any
stretch of the imagination. It's got some wild perfo1·mances, and it looks great, too.
"As for the Cryptkeeper, he's got a longer wraparound to do. They went into his hack story of how he
started to make it in HollyWood. They cut a_ few of
those scenes out, I think, hut they'll probably he used
for the HBO promotions. He gets to do some physical
things (like walk) that you don't sec him do on the
show."
Fun is the word Kassir, who will get married in
May and is working on a children's television show,
also uses to describe his "Crypt" adventure. "I've
been an actor for 18 .years and of au' the projects I've
worked on I've had some of the most fun doing this
one," he says,"lt'sjust a great time, I've had the
opportunity to get involved in everything-the show,
the merchandising, the movie-on the ground floor
and to see how all the aspects of it work, which has
been a fascinating experience. You never know when
. you start something how big it's going to he or how big
your part will he, so it's been g1·eat."

~~~~~~;;..._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.

ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE

INSIDE SALES
ARE YOU ...
• Career Oriented
• Quality Driven
·~Team Player

•An Innovative Thinker
• A Good Communicator
• Enthusiastic

· MATRIXX Marketing Business Division is seeking Part-time Telephone
Sales Representatives to fulfill the needs of one of its major clients;
MATRIXX provides full _account management services for Fortune 500
companies, both nationally a~d internationally.
The successful candidates will have the ability to communicate and
listen effectively, possess expert organizational skills, grasp concepts
quickly, be inside sales and service-oriented, manage business accounts,
and have a high level of honesty and integrity. Bilingual applicants preferred.
The positions and shifts available are:

Part-time Monday•Friday
Part-time. Monday-~riday

-9:00am-1:30pm
1 :30pm-&:oopm

When faxing or mailing you,r resume, please:list salary requirements
and preferred hours to:
··
MATRIXX Marketing, Inc. (TSR)

A Cincinnati Bell.Company
Human Resources Director
4600 Montgomery Road Suite #400
·
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
. FA)(: (513)366~2435
.
. :_
.
."
':--..
.
or call (513) 458-2927, 8:00am-1 :OOpm• (513) 356~4463, 2:30pm-5:00pm.
IF LONG DISTANCE CALL (800)807-1414
.
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Hey! ~if; is h()t.just fill~r•space,·we needyC>u.

Dh~~~idji$ iSto6kin . . £Or llitlS¢ ~hq ~ if\~I-

Off-campus housing, walk to Xavier
University Campus. $285 and up. Call
Fred, 281-4030 or the ofice 474-5093.

George Duke and
his Illusions
BY MICHELLE BAZELEY

Tim XAVIER NEWSWIRE
\Valk into a smoke-filled room full of laughter, dancing, and
romance. Picture a young couple, off in the corner busy falling in·
love. Smell the mix of cigarette smoke and cappucino. Hear the
sweet ntclody as a piano plays in the background ...
That's we1·e I found myself aftc1· listcning to George Duke's
latest endeavor, 'Illusions', just released on Records. I popped
the cd in my stereo, just having come back from the ultimate day
from hell, and I sat back, not expecting too much to impress me.
When I heard the word 'jazz' used to describe the album, I
expected the typical scenario: a hunch of old peopic struggling to
get a harm~ny over a sleepy background. I was really surprised to.
see that I was wrong. Illusions has a very seductive effect on you.
It has.something in it that is greatly lacking in today's music
atmosphere. The music has a certain class about that the hypedup-hip-hop simply doesn't have. This music isn't about. the street,
or gcttin' some. It talks about the bigger things: life, love, and
everything in between.
This is the kind of album that you can really chill with.
Definitely not something you want to listen to when you arc hyper
or in the mood to party. This is more for the times when you just
want to sit hack and relax, alone or with that special someone
(Valentine's Day is coming up soon!!).
There are no real dance songs -- the closest thing you get to that
is on the tracks "Money" and "Life and Times," and even they
aren't loaded down with soupy bass. Unfortunately, this also has
an adverse effect. It is very mellow, and after a while that mellowness gets very boring.
The one track that stands out is the title song, "Illusim1~." Its
lyrics arc very unique in the fact that they look at love from a
different perspective. The man singing talks about his lost love
and how he has illusions of her. He says he can sec her, hear her,
and smell hc1· perfume; but when he reaches out to touch her, he
realizes it was all a dream.
The trnck that appears 10th on the album is also kind of
tmique. "Buffalo Soldiers" talks about what they call the "original
roughnecks," four groups of black cavaliers wlw were both feared
and revered way hack in the old West. He compares them to the
roughnecks of today who Ul'C not revered, just feared.
The vocals arc done by a plethora of legendary artists, jazz and
othcnvisc. Stanley Clark, Chante Moore, Everett Harp, Phil
Perry, Diane Reeves, Kirk Whalum, James Ingram, Emotions,
and Marvin Wi~ans all make appearances on the album.
As lllitsio1zs prepares to 'Duke' it out on the charts (sorry,
couldn'tresist the urge to use a pun), I suspect that others will
follow Duke's lead and get back to the heart of music: the place
where the lyrics say something, where the melody just makes you
feel good.
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thursday friday
January26
•The men's basketball team
will be entertaining friends and
foesattheGardensatBp.m. The
big rival tonight is WisconsinMilwaukee, and this is their first
time to have the pleasure of being
trouncedbyusinconferenceplay.
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performances are over. You
can hang out with the cast, crew,
and playwrights. Personally, I've
only seen Scott's work, but it was
great. I'm giving this one a big
recommendation.

saturday
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not know he was going to be
performing in our very own
University Center Theater today
at2:30p.m; Andl'malsowilling
to bet money that you had no idea
thi; tickets for students are free,
did you?
.
•Can't stand the thought of
watching a game as important as
the Superbowl on your pathetic,
dorm-sized television? Hop on
down to the Musketeer Inn, where
they will not only show the ga'!'e,
but they will give away some really
· swell prizes.

"~'"''

DIP INTO
SOME COOL
COLLEGE INCOME

January27
•BSA will he presenting a
January28
series of student-written plays in
•The BSA plays are still on for
the University Center Theater at
tonight,
but ~o reception. You
8 p.m. The evening, entitled
·
missed
it,
fool! Unfortunately, if
Songs efMy People, consists of
you
had·
something
else in mind
two. different original works.
for
this
evening,
you'll
need to
. Scott llale penned "Eye of the
create
your
own
fun
because·.
Storm", and Dwight Mims brings
us "The Train Rideby." Student nobody notified me of anything
January 30
tickets are only $2 per person, else. Iwouldnotsuggest,however,
that_
Y?':1
run
n~k~~
a~ound
the
•There'salac.rossemeetingin
hut the real deal is yet to come.
thebasementofKuhlman tonight.
Village.
.
.
You see, if you bring a canned
]t's at 7 p.in. I hear that they are
good to the door, you can get 2pretty open to new members, so
for-l tickets. · r11 tell you what,
you may want to check it out.
people are always thinking of the
.•The women's version of the
college budget, aren't they? But
January29
Crosstown Shootout is at UC
the fun doesn't stop here. There
•Edmund, Battersby . is a
t~night at ·7:30 p.m~ Cha~t this
is also a reception in the concert pianist. l'llhetyoudidn 't.
with
me:
REVENGE!
Musketeer Inn after the night's
know that. I'll also bet you did
REVENGE! REVENGE!

If you're looking to reeUn soma extra
money for your academic or social nuds,
you've come to the right place!
At Red Lobster, our servers share their
enthusiasm but not their tips! When you
join· us its just one of the. things you'll
appreciate, along with limited side work,
great benefits, and the opportllnily to earn
great money!

mond. ay.

• Waltlfs/WallrtsHs

631 Northland Blvd.
Cincinnati ·
825·1406
Please opp~ in person Monday-Thursday
from 2pm-4pm at the above lacation. We
are an equal opportunity employer.

·aea· Lobster.
.

it's time to get wacky, wild and •••WET!
WACKY WATER SPORTS IS
COMING TO XAVIER UNIVERSITY!·

'•

iT B A I N I N G

.

'

CO BPS

·wednesday,.February 1, OSC

Organize a team for your hall or apartment and
get ready for the fun. Call Lexi for info,.X8044.
WARNll\IG: YOU MAY ~ET WET

Classifieds
Barleycorn's Montgomery
Seeking friendly, dependable
· people for permanent full-time
positions (day and night). Team
work attitude is regarded highly.
No experience needed-will train.
Apply at9546 Montgomery Road,
Montgomery, Ohio. After 2:30,
984-6166 ask for manager.

HELLO. SUPPORT YOUR
ADVERTISERS. THANK YOU
Houses .for Rent - 4 bedroom
house, 1704 Brewester, ~v.ailable
in January. Other 3, .4 and 7
bedroom house available in May
and August. Ali renovated,
equipped kitchen with washer and
dryer. 321-0043 or 241-9421_. ·

Apartment for Reul: 1 hedroomin a4bedroom house. Available now - $200.00 per month;
utilities included. Summer lease
available. 631-2092.
Fowad: ·Valuable earrings .
found in Schmidt Field House
before Christmas. Please call to
identify at 761-6240.
• • SPRING BREAK '95 •ii
America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Cancun, Bahamas, or
Florida! · 110% Lowest .Price
Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and TRAVEL FREE! Call for
our finalized 1995 Party Schedule!! (800) 95-BREAK.

Snmtl:B SCHOOL FOB PEOPl.E
:01 TllEI.B w.·..'AYTO. -THE..TOP•.:
.

.

If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
By the timei you have gratj,uated from
. freshman or sophomore, you can still . college, you'll have the credentials of
catch up .to your classmates by ·...·-.!!!!'lo·.... an Army officer. You'll· also have
attending Army. ROTQ Camp Chai· the ·self-confidence and discipline
. lenge, a paid six-week summer
it· takes to succeed in college and
course in leadership training.
beyond.
·

TIE SMllTEST
COUJ'.GE
~IOU CU TAIL
.
.
..

'

For details, visit St. Barbara Hall or call
745-3646

.
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Reclines
5 Section
9 Ran, as a dye
13 Griffith or
Rooney
14 In -of
15 Enthusiastic
17 Criteria
19 Hindu ascetic
20 Unknown
person
21 Green Insect
23 Showed the way
24 Female animal
25 Vote
29 New car display
area
34 Willow rod
35. Flies high
36Regret
37 Victory goddess
38 Fabric for
draperies
39 Settles
40 Dutch commune
41 Come Into
existence
42 Routes
43 Dissident one
45 Subtle
distinction
46 Short sleep
47 Congressman:·
abbr.
48 Peppermint .
candies
52 Say again
57 Beautify
58 Artificial
60 Specifies
61 Part of a church
62 Watch over .
63 Athletic event .·
64 "A friend
in.- .. :·.
. 65 Dilettantish .

~+--+--

....,.-+-.......~-i--

. 8 Long protruding
tooth
9 Gives as a gift
10 Courtroom .·
figure
11 Minced oath
· 12 Actress.Moore
16 Disencumber
18 Heartache
22 Like an awful
lot
25 Stupid mistake
26 Stage whisper
27 Compare
28 Sheltered side
29 Drunken one
30 Befuddlement
31 Deliver a speech
32 "There - to be
DOWN
a law"
1 Colleen
33 Untidy
2 A preposition
3 Cheese variety 35 Uttered
4 December 31st 38 Jelly fruit
39 Cul-de-word
5 Uranus or Pluto 41 ln·opposition ·
·to ·
6 Made public
42 Certain musician
7 Ohio player

STICKMAN

off the mark

by Mark Parisi

WOW! ·A DENT JU.LER > soME ·.
10UCH·uP 9\tNf, AGIFT CERTIFICATE
TO AL'S Wfo BODY. •• ANY1UING
YOU WAAT 1b T4J- ME?

53 Hayworth or
Coolidge
54 Affirm
55 Pavilion
56 Circular current
59 Unclose,
poetically

44 Main course
45 Captured
47 Wash cycle
48 Skillet
49 "-Bede"
50 Weighty volume
51 Read hastily

ANDY PETH

1
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3915 Montgomery Road
•Coke and Diet COke ~V.llable •
.

---- ...

.

HOUJ'.IS: 11AM·1:30AM SUNDAY~ T~URSDAY • 11AM·2:30ANI FRIDAY & SATURDAY

-----------.,

.---·------·~-., ....
-----.,'..-~----·---..;..--,.-..
·I ·
. Big Savings!
I I 'IWlsty Bread! .Purc~e .I I -.
~ + 2 + 2! ·
11 . . Buffalo Wings!
· I.
I Large On_e Topping Pizza· 1 I. any pizza and receive ~ ·11. 2 Ste.W, Hoagtes • 2 Bags of ·11so Buffalo Wings (Hot ·and I
I (Original or TJµn Crµst) I I orde:i" of twisty bread for 11 Chips •2 Cokes. (Reg. ~or Diet)' 11

· Spicy or Barbeque)

1

I

$6.99 . :.-:-- - $.99 , ·::· . $8.99 . ._::: $14.99· .:

:

aValid· •t pirtlcl111Hng
at01'911 oniy, Not wlld wllll •ny olhlr I I Valid 1.1 partlclpillng llGrM onry. Not valld with any D!her· 11-v.tld 1partlcl~llng .atorH only. -Not vatkl ~th any oU.11 ·I. I Valid at Plrllclp~ttng 1torea only. Not vattd ~th any
I
eftw. Customer Jl41Y• nlla 111 wMl'I appll- I· I _·. ·
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